CSE440 Final Presentation

Presenter’s grades  (NAME: __________________________)

(NAME: __________________________)

Please split the 15 minutes roughly in half between the two people on your team who have not yet presented.

- Organization
  - ___ Discuss the overall problem & present your high level solution
  - ___ Show one of your video prototype tasks to set context of solution
  - ___ Give an overview of what you are going to discuss in rest of talk
  - ___ Describe 3 representative tasks and why you chose them
  - ___ Design evolution and why changes were made (w/ images)
    (i.e., ESM/CI/Low-fi Test evidence for why)
  - ___ Current UI description (w/ images)
    ▪ ___ what does it do
    ▪ ___ how does it work
    ▪ ___ what is missing
  - ___ Demo of system (may be spread throughout if necessary)
  - ___ Summary

- Presentation
  - ___ Use slides. Ensure that the presentation shows appropriate preparation, and that visual aids are effective.
  - ___ Cover the required scope within the 15 minute time period. Practice and time your presentation.
    o Presenter makes: __________________________ eye contact _____________
      o ___ projects well _____________
      o ___ is dressed appropriately _____________

Group grade  (GROUP NAME: __________________________)

- Representative Tasks
  - ___ Did they provide coverage of the functionality?
  - ___ Where the tasks too easy or too hard?

- User Interface
  - ___ Was the interface novel and creative?
  - ___ Was it appropriate for the supported tasks?
  - ___ Does it follow from the ESM/CI and low-fi prototype test

- Presentation of Functionality
  - ___ Was enough presented to illustrate the representative tasks?
  - ___ Was enough presented to give a flavor of the interface?
  - ___ Was there an appropriate amount given difficulty of interface ideas?
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